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1. Subiect of review

In the competition for the academic position [AP] "Associate Professor", announced

in the State Gazette [SG), issue 36 of 14.04.2020 and re-announced in SG, issue 42 of L2.05.

2020 for the needs of the Department of Informatics and Mathematics IDIM), as the only

candidate involved Chief Assistant Professor Dr. MtnoslAvA TENEVA lvaNova from the same

department.

By order No. L692/09.07.2020 of the Rector of the Thracian University [TrU) I was

appointed a member of the Scientific Jury in the competition described above. Accordingto

the decision of this jury [Minutes No. 1/17.07.2020J I am determined to write a review for

the competition.

In my role of a member of the Scientific Jury, I have received the following docu-

ments attached to the application of 8.07.2020 of Ch. Asst. Prof, Dr. Miroslava Ivanova to

the Rector of TrU for participation in the competition, according to art. 7B (1) of the Rules

for the Development of the Academic Staff IRDASJ in TrU:

1. Declaration of authenticity of the submitted materials and the infor.ration in

them [Appendix 9);

2. Information card for occripied academic position;

3. A copy of the announcement in the State Gazette;

4. Diploma for higher education - notarized copy;

5. Diploma for Educational and Scientific Degree [ESDJ "Doctor" - notarized copy;

6. Autobiography;
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7 . Abstracts after the defence of the doctor-al dissertation;

B. List of publications and a copy of tl-rem;

9. List and copy olthe reqr,rired number of citatrons;

10. information on the original scientific contributions in the scientific works;
11. List of habilitated co-authors;

12. Document for proficiency in a foreign language;

L3. Criminal record certificate;

14. Information for fulfilment of the Minimum National Requirements, defined in

Appendix to art, 1a, para. 1 of RADASRBA for PF 4,5. Mathematics [accompanied
by evidencel;

15. Reference from the Central University Library of TrU for publications in journals
with impact factor and impact rank;

16. Reference from the Central University Library of TrU for citations included in the
Web of Science and/or Scopus databases.

This set of documents and materials allows for an objective and complete assess-

ment of the candidate in accordance with the requirements of the Development of the Aca-

demic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria Act (DASRBAJ, the Regularions for the Anplication of
the DASRBA (RADASRBA) and RDAS in TrU.

2. Academic development of the candidate

Candidate for Associate Professor Miroslava Teneva lvanova was born on 0ctober 8,

1984 in Stara Zagora. She graduated from the Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics

IFMI] at Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski" with a Bachelor's degree in Applied Math-

ematics in2007 and a Master's degree in Mathematical Modelling in Economics in 2010. In

20L2 she defended ESD "Doctor" in the scientific specialty "Geometry and Topology" at the

University of Plovdiv "Paisii Hilendarski" (PUJ after a regular doctorate in the Department

of Algebra and Geometry at FMI of PU.

Her teaching activity began with conducting exercises in several mathematical dis-

ciplines and computer science at the Faculty of Economics [SFJ of TrU from 2010 to 201,2

as a part-time assistant. During her doctoral studies, 2A11-2012, she conducted exercises

on Linear Algebra and Analytical Geometry at FMI of PU. After the acquisition of ESD "Doc-

tor" on 20.09.201,2, she was appointed as an Assistant in the Department of Informatics

and Mathematics at SF and leads lectures and exercises in Mathematics Part I and II, Math-

ematics and Quantitative Methods. This teaching activity continues after L5.06.20L6, when

she won a competition for AP "Chief Assistant Professor" in the same department, and her

total teaci-rir-rg experience in TrU amounts to 7.8 years.
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Miroslava Ivanova began her scientrfic career r,rrith a regular doctorate at FMI of PU

and a successful defence in 2012 of a dissertation for ESD "Doctor'" in the scientiflc special-

ty "Geometry and Topology" on the topic "Natural connections on almost contact B-tnetric

manifolds" with supervisorAssoc. Prof. Dr. [tlienJ Mancho Manev.

As her doctoral supervisor, Iknow very well Dr. Miroslava Ivanova for almost 10

years. During the first few of them I worked hard n ith her to achieve very good results on

her geometric topics, described in her dissertation and published in sevet-al artjcles, which

found a place in renowned mathematical journals. She then gradually took ]'rer own path as

a mathematician, not only in the field of differential geometry, but also ir.r r-nathematical

modelling and applications in various other natural and social sciences related to the spe-

cifics of teaching at her current university. I consider Dr. Ivanova as a young and prornising

researcher in the field of geometry and applications of mathematics, a good university Iec-

turer and a responsible coileague in the organizational activities of tl-re department, f,acr-rlty

and university.

3. General characteristics of the works submitted for the competition

The list of scientific publications of Ch, Asst. Prof. Dr. Miroslava Ivanova, subrnitted

for participation in the competition, contains 11 titles, Of these, 4 fnumbered [1], [5], [7]

and [B]) are articles in Impact Factor fiF) journals with a total of L.896, one in Q1 and three

in Q4. In addition,6 papers fnumbered l2],141, [6], [9], [10] and [11]) are articles in jour-

nals without IF but with Impact Rank [S]R) with a total of 1.257, and one fnumbered [3]l is

in a journal indexed in Zentralblatt MATH,

According to the Annex to art. 1a, para. 1 of RADASRBA for Area 4,PF 4.5, the ful-

fillment of the Minimum National Requirements for AP "Associate Professor" by grcups of

indicators by the candidate Dr. Miroslava ivanova is as follows:

Groups of
indicators

Indicators
Required num-

ber of points
Presented num-

ber of points

Group A Indicator 1 50 50

Group V
Indicators

3and4
100

105

flndicator 4l

Group G
Indicators

frorn 5 to 10
200

276

flndicator 7)

Group D lndicator 11 50 1.28
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All pLrblicatiotts participating rn tlte conrpetltion are in English, there are lto inciivicl-

ual articies,Tarticlesarewithlco-author,2-with2co-autltors, 1-with3ancll--with4
co-autilors. These pr-rblicatrons cover the requirerrents under Indicators 4 and 7 with a to-
tal of 381 points.

Under Indicator 11, evidence was presented for 17 citations for a total of 1,28 points.

I have not noticed any form of plagiarism in the articles presented by Dr. Miroslava
Ivanova.

The candidate for associate professor Dr. Ivanova fully satisfies all general require-
ments for AP "Associate Professor", provided in art. 24 of DASRBA, art. 53 of RADASRBA

and art. 74 of RDAS in TrU.

Furthermore, in connection with art. 27 (4) of DASRBA, art. 57a {2) of RADASRBA

and art. B1 [4) of RDAS in TrU for evaluation of the candidates under equal conditions un-

der the previous general requirements, are provided also additional indicators related to
the educational and research activity. Dr. Ivanova has presented the relevant reports, but
due to the lack of need for this I will not evaluate them.

4. Characteristics of the scientific papers participating in the competition

The candidate's research is focused in two directions: one [pure scientific) is the

study of the differential geometry of smooth manifolds with additional tensor structures,

and the other [applied scientificJ is the application of mathematics in other scientific fields.

I. Differential geometry of almost contact B-metric manifolds

[3 articles: [1], [3], [10]1.

In [1] [published in the Annals of Global Analysis and Geometry,lF:0.794qr, 75 pts.],

a natural [i.e. preserving the almost contact B-metric structure) connection V' is intro-

duced by a condition for its torsion tensor and is called g-canonical. It has been proven that

it exists and is unique. The conditions under which it coincides with another known natural

connection on these manifolds, the so-called gB-connection, are found. The invariant class

of the considered manifolds and the invariant tensor with respect to the group of generai

contact conformal transformations are determined. It is proved that the torsion tensor I,

for the <p-canonical connection is invariant with respect to a subgroup of the mentioned

group, preserving the basic classes of the Ganchev-Mihova-Gribachev classification for tl're

studied rnanifolds. This gives reasons to find a characterization of these classes by I'. An

interconnection has been established between the mentioned classification and the Manev-

Ivanova classification of torsion tensors, given in a previous article. In the end, an example

of a manifold of this type is constructed, obtained as a product of the Kdhler-Norden mani-
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fold with the real line, anrl lhe [ype olt]re torsion tensor of V'rs four-ld in siipirort of t]-re oLr-

tained assertions.

In [3] [Current Developrrents in Differential Geonretry and iis Related Fie]cls, Worlci

Scientlfic, Singapore,Zbl,lB pts.j, Lie groups are studied as almost contact B-ri'ietric mani-

folds of a remarkable basic class fz [i.e. t]re verticai class with vanishir.tg associated Ni-

jenhuis tensor) and from the lowest in this case dimension 5. Nlore especially, in this boun-

dary case three natural connections for the strLlcture are stlrdied - gB-cor-tnectior-r, AKT-
connection and <p-canonical connection, denoted there by D(t), f(z) 2nfl D(3), respectively. A

number of properties of the curvature tensors corresponding to the tirree coi'tnectior-rs, and

in particular Rrcci tensors, scalar curvatures, special [regarding the strr,rcture] sectional

curvatures and their associated quantities, have been proved. Expiicit caicr-rlations have

been made. After that, necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of ![t), fl.z) 2n6i pt:) f6p

the isotropy of the covariant derivative of the structure endomorphism are found.

In [10] [Studia Universitatis Babeg-Bolyai Mathematica, SJR: 0.L9+,30 pts.J, Lie

groups are studied as almost contact B-metric manifolds from the direct sum of the only

main vertical classes T+and fs [in this case the fundamentaltensor Fis expressed explicit-

ly by the pair of B-metrics and the structure tensorsJ. The lowest dimension 3 is consid-

ered. Some geometrical characteristics of the studied manifold are obtained, when it be-

longs to the direct sum or to the separate classes in it. The characteristics are properties of

the curvature tensor and its traces, the isotropy of F and conditions for the values of the

two Lee forms for the Reeb vector field {.

ll. Mathematical modelling and application of mathematics

[B articles: l2),14], [5], [6], [7], [B], l9l, [11]).

Dr. Ivanova's scientific contributions in this field can be characterized as the appiica-

tion of some mathematical knowledge and especially statistical methods in the analysis of
numerical data of different origins; namely for the analysis of the chemrcai cornposition of

wild mushrooms (12), 17), [B]J, evaluation of physical phenomena such as 1-rr-rn-ridity [9],
[11]), enumeration of states of electronic configurations in quantum chemrstry [[4]J, caicu-

lation of coefficients in public health [[5] J and in porrfolio investment ti6ll.
In [2] [Oxidation Communications, IF:0.489q+,36 pts.J and [7] flnternational Journal

of Applied Mathernatics, SJR:0.277,30 pts.l, ordinary linear regression models are obtained

and characterized by the method of least sqltares, r-rsing the statistical software R, In [7],
the modei presents the relationship between histidine [HisJ and 6 other essential amino

acids in the fungus Boletus pinophiltrs from the Batak region. The effect of increase or de-

crease by 1,0/o of some of them on the contentof histidine is established. In f2l, the obraiited
model presents the relationship between iron [Fe) and other 6 heavy ntetais rtr t]-re fungr-rs
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Suillus ltLteus from the Batak region. The effect of increasing or clecreasipg by 1o/o of some of
them on the iron concentration is evaiuatec-l.

In [9] (Jourrral of Chernical Technology and Metallurgy, SJR:0.190,30 pts.), and i11l
[lr-rternationalJournal of Applied Mathematics, SJR:0.271,,30 pts.), ll mathematical models
for drying edible mushrooms are compared using quantities from mathematical statistics
and the relevant conclusions are made for the appiication of the most appropriate model
according to the type of mushrooms and drying parameters.

In l ] [Chemistry, SjR:0.192, 30 pts.), the number of microstates of electronic con-
figurations of type pz,dz and P is calculated using Euclidean vectors and the factorial func-
tion' This makes it possible to describe and classify the 15 microstates of p2 electronic con-
figurations.

In [5] [Comptes rendus de l'Academie bulgare des Sciences, IF:0.270q+,36 pts.), the
chemical profile and the hazard index for 15 samples of Boletus pinophilus from the Batak
region are studied. Statistical analysis is performed through the SPSS program, the results
are discussed and the relevant conclusions for their use are made.

In [B] [Comptes rendus de l'Academie bulgare des Sciences, IF:0.343q+, 36 pts.), sta-
tistical analysis of macroelements in 9 kinds of wild mushrooms is performed using the
statistical software R. The results are analysed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA),

Duncan's test at p<0.05, Tukey's HSD test at p <0.05 and hierarchiial cluster analysis by the
method of Ward.

In [6] flnternational fournal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, SJR:0.139, 30 pts.),

numerical data are used, which are the weekly closing prices of the Bulgarian Stock Ex-

change, on which the shares of 50 companies are traded between January 2013 and De-

cember 201,6. Efficient frontiers are determined in addition to three optimal portfolios

fMinimum risk portfolio, Maximum return portfolio for a given level of risk, and Maximum

Sharpe ratio portfolioJ using the Markowitz portfolio optimization theory. The study helps

investors choose their own optimal portfolio that will offer maximum return on the portfo-

lio according to their risk preferences.

CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis made, I reckon that the candidate in the announced competi-

tion Ch. Asst. Prof. Dr. Miroslava Teneva lvanova, fully meets the requirements of the De-

velopment of the Academic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria Act IDASRBAJ, the Regulations

for the Application of the DASRBA IRADASRBA) and the Rules for the Development of the

Academic Staff [RDAS) in the Thracian University for holding the AP "Associate Professor".
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As a result, I find itreasonable to give my positive&.sse.s.srlre,*?iai-id to r-econtmend to

the Scientific Jury to propose to tl-re Faculty Cour-rcil of the Faculty of Ecor-romics at the

Thracian {-}niversity to elect Dr. MIROSLAVA TENEVA IVANOVA to lhe acadernic position of

"Assaciste Frafessor" at the Thracian University in the Area of higher edi-ication "4. Natu-

ral Sciences, Mathematics and informatics", Professional field "4,5. Mathematics", Scientific

specialty "Mathematical Modeliing and Application of N1athematics"

12.08.2020

Plovdiv, BG

Revierver

Mancho ManevJ
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